
Linear Table with a movable transducer using Arduino 

 

Hardware requirements:  

• 1x Arduino Mega 2560  

 

  

 

• 1x Ramps 1.4 

 

 

• 2 x stepper motors Nema 17   

 

 

 

• 2 x A4988 drivers for stepper motors  

 

 

• 2 x Movetec linearTische  

 

 

• 1 x 12 V Power supply  

 

 

• 14 female-female cables  

 

  

• 4 x electronic jumpers  

 

 



Figure 1: Ramps 1.4 

Pins and cables on the ramps 1.4:  

• Connect the ramps 1.4 with the Arduino. 

• Place two jumpers beneath of each driver (micro stepping 1/8). 

• place the two drivers on the locations of the X and Y on board as shown 

in Figure 1 [Red]. 

• connect the stepper motors wires in order to get the full functionality to 

their corresponding pins: 

❖ X: Direction 55, step 54 and enable 36 [green]. 

❖ Y: direction 61, step 60 and enable 56[yellow]. 

• Connecting the end stops:  

❖ X: 1 (cold wire),2(min),3(max) [Blue]. 

❖ Y:13(cold wire),14(min),15(max)[purple]. 

• And finally supply the chip with power (12 V).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Microcontroller code: 

The source code is written using the Arduino IDE 1.8.3 mostly using C\C++ language, after 

defining all the variables and parameters that we need in order to control the Motors  and 

writing all the functions, the code can be used directly and uploaded to the Arduino Mega 

2560 in order to move in  both X and Y directions.  

The following commands are provided to the user:   

Command  Input Purpose  

Speed () [number between 1 and 3] Choose between the 3 available 
speeds. 

moveMS () [X position          Y position] Move the transducer to a chosen 
position in motor steps. 

moveMM ()  [X position          Y position] Move the transducer to a chosen 
position in mm. 

move ()                     
[X position         Y position                     
xSpeed                ySpeed       ]                         

move the probe with certain 
distance in x and y directions with 
different speeds. 

help ()                          - Shows all available commands for 
the user. 

invalid ()                           - If an unclear input is given, it will 
notify the user. 

home()                          
                         - 

Resetting the position of the 
transducer to the starting point    (0 
0). 

setReady()                          - 
                          

move Probe to the starting point 

Figure 2 Command Tablet 

  Problems encountered: 

➢ End Stops: on each one the transducer used to stop correctly but the 

program was not able to start again or give a new order and the 

transducer would be frozen in place till it moved manually.  

Solution : delivering a code that makes the transducer stop at each end 

stop and then move back a couple of mms until it’s out of range of the 

end stop, it was applied in the movePos and init functions. 



 

 

 

➢ Speed: using the 1/8 micro stepping it runs 3 different speeds(0.7 cm/sec, 1 cm/sec, 

1,21 cm/sec), the third option is the max, more than that can’t be reached because of 

the micro stepping, not successful to find a solution. 
What is recommended is to change the number of jumpers used, it could probably 

lead to  better speed options. 

➢ Smooth run: for a smooth run, its recommended to optimize each driver’s 

resistance, Otherwise it could lead to many unwanted errors, like one of the motors 

won’t run at all or it could run and in the middle of the process it could stop as if it 

stepped on an end stop. 

 

 

 

 


